PARKING INSTRUCTIONS

There are several student, resident, and employee parking options convenient to BEH.

- **Lot 37**: Adjacent to BEH, FAO, and SOC buildings; open to Employee (E) passes only
- **Lot 37T**: At the intersection of USF Willow Dr and USF Maple Dr and adjacent to Lot 37; open to Employee (E) and Student (S) passes
- **Lot 17A**: Directly across from Lot 37 on Willow Dr; open to Resident (R) passes only
- **Lot 17B**: Directly across from Lot 37 on Willow Dr; open to Resident (R) and Student (S) passes only
- **Collins Blvd Parking Garage**: Accessible by USF Mango Dr and USF Willow Dr and separated from LIB by Lot 1; open to Gold Staff (GZ1) and Student (S) passes
- **Lots 7A & 7B**: Directly across from BEH on USF Willow Dr; open to Employee (E) passes only
- **Lot 21**: Directly across from Lot 37 on USF Maple Dr and adjacent to tennis courts; open to Employee (E) and Student (S) passes

If you don’t have a USF parking pass, there is metered parking in Lot 37 and Lot 7B, and parking pay stations with timed spaces in Lot 21 and the Collins Blvd Parking Garage.

OFFICE LOCATION

Our office is located on the second floor of the Behavioral Sciences building (BEH 255).

- If you’re entering on the south side of the building (near FAO and SOC) come up the ramp and we’re the office on your left
- If you’re entering on the first floor on the west side of the building (along Willow Dr) take the elevator to the second floor and we’re the office on your right
- If you’re entering from the stairwell on the north side of the building (across from Lot 17B), come up the stairs to the second floor, exit to your right, proceed down the main hallway and our main lobby is on your right after the elevator.

CONTACT INFORMATION

**ADDRESS**

International Services
University of South Florida.
4202 East Fowler Ave, BEH 255
Tampa, Florida 33620

**PHONE**

(813) 974-5102

**FAX**

(813) 974-0491

Scan to see Google Street View of our building.